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Travel company, tour operator in the USA since 2023.

The company's agents and employees have experience in

tourism since 2008.

The main activities:

- Package tours to the USA, excursions, transport and other

travel services.

- Individual and group tours in Florida and the USA.

- Drawing up individual routes and programs.

- Reception and service groups.

- Organization of corporate events, seminars, conferences,

exhibitions.

- Booking hotels, cruises, airline tickets.

- Concierge services.

- Providing ITBP platform B2B + B2C
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Listing details

Common

DESCRIPTION: Accompaniment by a Russian-speaking guide around the territory of Animal

Kingdom Park - 8 hours

 

Discover one of the largest theme parks in the world, Animal Kingdom. More

than 1,700 animals live here. You will take part in exciting adventures and see

exquisite parades and performances. Explore 6 exciting sectors: Oasis,

Discovery Island, Africa, Rafiki's Planet Watch, Asia and DinoLand. See

exotic animals, walk through fascinating jungles and sample dishes at themed

restaurants! The entire territory of Animal Kingdom is a beautiful zoo where

you can see monkeys, various birds and animals. Safari through the African

Savannah in trucks in the style of African explorers - you drive through a

unique wild landscape to Mount Kilimanjaro. There are lions, rhinoceroses,

giraffes and a bunch of other wild animals around, thousand-year-old Baobab

trees (some - they say - are real - transported from Africa).

The park is beautifully decorated in African style. You can talk as much as you

like, but it’s better to come and ride the Everest attraction yourself - this is a

mountain with adventures. A roller coaster with a plot, “unexpected” stops, and

“breakdowns” along the way. 7 minutes of adrenaline. Everest is located in the

most extreme sector of Asia, where there is also an attraction with a valley of

geysers and river rafting. At the Dinosaur Territory, you can not only see

skeletons, but also get a complete picture of what our earth looked like when

giant reptiles walked across it. No matter how much you prepare, you will still

get wet to the skin on water attractions. Discovery Island is an area in the very

center of the park. Here are the most beautiful and safest animals. The symbol

of Animal Kingdom is also located here - the tree of life. In the Mini and

Mickey Mouse camp, the youngest visitors will be happy to interact with

cartoon characters and watch the Lion King show. Avatar is a large-scale

project dedicated to the World of Pandora.

 

Meeting with the guide near the entrance to the park by agreement. If

necessary, I pick up tourists from the hotel and take them back after the

excursion.

Posted: Mar 30, 2017

Location

Country: United States

Region: Florida

CITY: Orlando
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Departure city: Orlando

Excursion type: Thematic tour

BOOKING:

PRIVATE GROUP PRICE

Private 1-3 per.: $ 650

Private 4-6 pers.: $ 750

Private 7-10 pers.: $ 850

PRICE IN A PUBLIC GROUP

calendar

Important

WHAT IS INCLUDED:: Accompaniment by a Russian-speaking guide

NOT INCLUDED:: Entrance tickets to the park

Additional
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